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Abstract

Ž .The phenomenon of single beam mirage effect, otherwise known as photothermal deflection PTD effect using a He–Ne
laser beam has been employed to detect phase transitions in some liquid crystals. It has been observed that anomalous
changes in amplitude occur in the PTD signal level near the transition temperature. The experimental details and the results
of measurements made in liquid crystals E , M and M are given in this paper. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights8 21 24

reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that a phase transition is the
change of a thermodynamic state of a substance
brought about by the variation in any of the physical
variables like temperature or pressure. Usually dras-
tic changes in the physical properties of the material
accompany a phase transition. Among the various
optical methods used for phase transition studies
w x1–3 , techniques based on thermo-optic effects are
found to be ideal as they do not have the same
drawbacks of other popular techniques. The photo-

Ž .thermal deflection PTD otherwise known as the
mirage effect is one such method which can be used
to determine the phase transition temperatures of the

) Corresponding author.

w xsamples with great accuracy and convenience 4–8 .
This technique is fully non-contact in nature and
therefore, contamination of the samples by attach-
ment of probes or electrodes can be avoided. The
present paper describes measurements based on sin-
gle beam mirage effect for the detection of phase
transitions in some cyanobiphenyl liquid crystals.
This technique was successfully used earlier to de-
tect phase transition temperatures in some other
classes of samples, viz., ferroelectrics, superconduc-

w xtors and organic semiconductors 4,8 .
The basic principle involved in this technique is

w xdescribed in detail elsewhere 4 and is briefly as
follows: a hot body heats up the surrounding medium

Ž .so as to generate a refractive index gradient RIG
directed away from the surface. In our experiment,
instead of using a modulated pump beam for heating
the sample, as in conventional PTD measurements
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w x5–7 , an electrical heating element is used to heat
the sample thereby generating the RIG. A laser beam
Ž .probe beam propagating normal to the RIG and
parallel to the hot surface suffers deflection from the

Ž .original beam path mirage effect as it is made to
pass through the region above the sample surface.
The amount of deflection is a function of the magni-
tude of the RIG in the vicinity of that surface and
this in turn will depend on various thermal parame-
ters of the sample as well as the distance between the
sample surface and the detector along with the rele-
vant geometrical factors. The magnitude of the beam
deflection can be measured using a position sensitive

Ž .detector PSD . As the thermal properties of a sam-
ple undergo drastic variation at the phase transition
temperature it is bound to affect the deflection signal
in a measurable way due to the consequential change
produced in the RIG.

2. Determination of the phase transition tempera-
ture in liquid crystal

A liquid crystal exhibits properties intermediate
between a crystalline solid and an isotropic liquid. It
is highly anisotropic in some of its properties with a
certain degree of fluidity. An exceptional variety of
phase transitions is characteristic of the liquid crys-
talline state.

The study of phase transitions occurring in liquid
crystals is very important from a fundamental as well
as a practical point of view. Due to the unique
behaviour of some of the phases exhibited by liquid
crystals, these materials have been the subject of
extensive theoretical and experimental studies. Most
of the liquid crystals do not melt directly from the

w xcrystalline state to the isotropic liquid 9,10 . Instead,
they pass through an intermediate phase called a
mesophase. In such case, two or more transitions are
involved: one at a lower temperature, a transition
from crystalline solid to the mesophase, followed by
a transition from one type of mesophase to another
mesophase or to an isotropic liquid at a higher
temperature.

Commonly, phase transitions in which liquid crys-
talline phases participate are observed using optical
microscopy. But in some cases, the optical texture of
the liquid crystalline phases show minimum differ-

ence so that it is difficult or impossible to distinguish
different phase types by microscopic observations. A
more objective and detailed study of phase transi-
tions can be performed by calorimetric investiga-
tions. In most cases, differential scanning calorime-

Ž .try DSC is used, but in some cases, adiabatic
Ž .calorimetry or differential thermal analysis DTA

are used. We describe in this paper yet another
method which is simpler and more convenient to use
than the conventional methods to detect phase transi-
tions in liquid crystals.

3. Experimental set-up

The schematic diagram of the experimental set-up
utilizing a single beam mirage effect is shown in Fig.
1. A chopped laser beam with a Gaussian cross-sec-

Ž .tion half power beam widths0.84 mm from a
stabilized 5-mW He–Ne laser is made to pass the
heated sample surface at a grazing distance of 0.42
mm. The sample is enclosed in a chamber with
appropriate windows to avoid air convection which
may cause erratic fluctuations of the probe beam.
The specimen, in the form of a film of liquid crystal
with a free surface, is in contact with a sample
holder which is heated by an electrical heating ele-

Ž .ment cartridge type attached to a temperature con-
troller.

The PSD consists of a step index multimode
Žoptical fiber with a core diameter of 80 mm clad-

.ding 120 mm with a polished tip and coupled to an

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up using the
single beam method.
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Fig. 2. The plot of the signal vs. temperature for the heating
Ž .element. v Heating; l Cooling .

Žavalanche photo diode Thorn EMI Si APD type
.S30500 at the other end. The output of the APD is

monitored across an appropriate load resistance us-
ing a digital AC voltmeter. The fiber tip is mounted
on an XYZ translator. Initially, at room temperature,
the chopped probe beam is adjusted to fall on the
polished tip of the fiber to get a maximum signal
Ž .y from the APD detector corresponding to theo

Žcenter of the beam. As the sample is heated, at a
.rate of ;0.58Crmin the probe beam gets deflected
Ž .and the PSD output y is reduced. The differencet

Ž .y yy is taken as the deflection signal. A plot ofo t

deflection signal vs. temperature in the case of the
sample holder itself is given in Fig. 2. The tempera-
ture of the heated surface is measured using a ther-
mocouple. As the rate of heating is small, the lag in
the thermocouple reading is not appreciable for thin
samples.

4. Results and discussion

The cyanobiphenyl liquid crystals used here as
Ž .specimens are E , M and M BDH Chemicals .8 21 24

This class of liquid crystals are known to be more
stable than most other liquid crystals and as a result
they are less likely to undergo chemical changes

w xduring use and accumulate impurities 10 . Measure-

Ž .ments were carried out in the nematic N , smectic
Ž . Ž .A S and isotropic I phases of these samples andA

reproducible results were obtained in each case. The
Ž .S –N, N–I transition temperatures T and TA AN NI

Ž .and the melting temperature T of these samplesM

were also studied using the present single beam
mirage set-up. Figs. 3–5 display the mirage signal
amplitude as a function of temperature for E , M8 21

and M , respectively. Transitions are indicated by24

clear and sharp variations in the deflection signal
amplitude at different temperatures. This anomalous
behaviour in the signal obviously arises due to the
rapid change in thermal parameters like specific heat
and thermal conductivity of the material during phase
transitions.

The following transition temperatures are ob-
served on heating:

T s70.08CNI

E : Nematic ™ Isotropic liquid,8

T s55.08CM

M : Crystal ™21

T s73.58CNI

Nematic ™ Isotropic liquid,

T s54.08C T s67.58CM AN

M : Crystal ™ Smectic A ™24

T s80.58CNI

Nematic ™ Isotropic liquid.

Note that T for E is not reported here since EM 8 8

is a room temperature liquid crystal which melts
much below room temperature to form a nematic
phase. The phase transition temperatures determined
using the present technique agree well with those

w xreported earlier 11,12 . Samples which do not un-
dergo any phase transition do not exhibit any anoma-
lous variation in the signal amplitude in this tempera-

Ž .ture region Fig. 2 . The two separate curves in Figs.
3–5 correspond to the data when the sample is
heated and cooled. There is a slight displacement
between the heating and cooling curves due to the
thermal effect of the substrate in which the sample
was kept. It does not have any physical significance
with respect to the properties of the sample. The
hysteresis phenomenon which is typical for most
ferroelectric crystals is also observed on cooling the
heated sample as is clear from Figs. 3–5.
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Fig. 3. The plot of the signal vs. temperature for liquid crystal E .8
Ž .T s70.08C v Heating; l Cooling .NI

In many cases, the transition from crystalline to
liquid crystalline state can be super cooled, i.e., the
liquid crystalline phase may exist as a metastable
phase below the melting temperature. For the transi-
tion from isotropic liquid to liquid crystal as well as
for transitions between several liquid crystalline

Ž .phases, super cooling or over heating effects are in
general not observed. As expected, at the nematic–
isotropic transition temperature, T , a maximum inNI

Fig. 4. The plot of the signal vs. temperature for liquid crystal
Ž .M . T s55.08C, T s73.58C v Heating; l Cooling .21 M NI

Fig. 5. The plot of the signal vs. temperature for liquid crystal
ŽM . T s54.08C, T s67.58C, T s80.58C v Heating; l24 M AN NI

.Cooling .

amplitude is observed precisely at the same tempera-
Ž .ture for both heating and cooling Figs. 3–5 . On the

other hand, super cooling occurs in the nematic
phase below the melting point T and solidificationM

occurs at a lower temperature. It is obvious from Fig.
4 that the liquid crystal has changed to solid phase
;58C below T .M

With respect to the large variety of phase transi-
tions in liquid crystals, the matter of determining

Ž .their nature i.e., first or second order arises. It is
known that melting as well as N–I transitions in
liquid crystals are first order in nature with occur-
rence of relative changes in several thermal parame-
ters. At the N–I transition, however, these quantities
are usually an order of magnitude smaller than those

w xat the melting point 13 . This is apparent from Figs.
4 and 5 where the signal amplitude is smaller in
magnitude at T than that observed at the T . TheNI M

S –N transition has recently been the subject of aA

large number of investigations, the main reason be-
ing that it can be a first or second order transition.
According to the microscopic theory of McMillan
w x14 , the phase transition S –N can be first as wellA

as second order depending on the ratio T rT .AN NI

When this ratio is -0.87, S –N should becomeA

second order. In the present case for M , T rT24 AN NI

s0.84 which indicates that the transition is second
order. However, the ratio is very close to that re-
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Ž .quired for a first order transition T rT )0.87AN NI

and of course is the reason for the large signal
Ž .amplitude at T Fig. 5 .AN

In the present studies, instead of the measurement
of signal fluctuations at the transition temperature as
we had observed in the case of BaTiO and3

w xTriglycine sulfate 4 , clear enhancement in the sig-
nal amplitude occurs during the phase transition. It
must be remembered that the specimen in this case is
a thick film which apparently reduces the mirage
signal fluctuations. In addition to this, the magnitude
of the RIG developed at the transition points in the
case of liquid crystals is fairly large so that the
corresponding variation in mirage signal are also
quite large.

5. Conclusions

From the above results, it is concluded that the
anomalous change in signal amplitude observed in
single beam mirage effect is a very good indicator of
the occurrence of phase transitions in materials like
liquid crystals. The single beam mirage set-up is
found to be more sensitive than the dual-probe con-
figuration and moreover, the single beam set-up also
avoids a pump beam which requires more complex

w xset-up as described by earlier investigators 5–7 .
The technique based on the mirage effect is much
simpler compared with direct measurements of the
temperature dependence of the dielectric constant,
index of refraction, etc. The technique, besides being
of low cost and easy to construct, is also non-con-
tact. Since the optical fiber is used in the detector
system the method is useful for telemetric measure-
ments as well as for multiplexed transmission of

data. However, one clear disadvantage of the tech-
nique is that the signal cannot be related to a single,
well defined, thermal property.
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